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AERONAUTICS

INTERACTION OF AN EXHAUST Jl?I’AND ~ CONTOUREII

SURFACES LOCATED IN A SUPERSONIC AIR STREAM

By Joseph F. Wasserbauer and

NJMMmi

Gerald W. Englert

The interaction of an exhaust jet and elementary contoured surfaces
was studied systematically at a free-stresm Mach number of 1.6 over a
range of nozzle pressure ratios frmu a jet-off condition to a pressure
ratio of 9. The effect of the presence of streamline fairings between
the surfaces and parabolic afterbody housing the e-ust nozzle on this
interaction was also investigated. These surfaces were located at two
fixed distances from the nozzle centerline.

The interferences frm the jet and afterbody tended to raise the
average pressure on these surfaces, and the net resultant normal forces
thus repefied the surfaces away from the nozzle centerline. With no
fairings present, varying the angle on the wedge-type surfaces, varying
the radius of curvature on convex-type surfaces, and changing the arc
length on the concave-type surfaces had a noticeable effect on normal-
force coefficient. Addition of streamlined fairings increased the re-
pelling magnitude of the normal force on the conve~:land wedge-type sur-
faces and shifted the center-of-pressurelocation toward the nozzle exit.

Several studies
aer@mmic surfaces

.. ..*

INTRODUCTION

have emphasized the problem of the jet effect on
located near the exhaust re@on of aq engine (refs.

lto5). Recent studies of the interaction of a-jet and a flat surface
(refs. 6 to 9) have indicated that the boattail and jet shocks from an
engine pod may have considerable effect on wing and tail surfaces”.

This report is an extension of the flat-plate study (ref. 6) to
include contoured surfaces. Systematic study of jet interactionwith
various shaped surfaces may lead to better understsmding of the more
complex cases of jet interaction with v&ious nearby components of the
airframe. Fsmilies of convex-, concave-, and wedge-type surfaces with
and without fairings were studied in the region of an exhaust jet. Data
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were taken to detemine how the radius of

NACA RM E56A16

curvature, arc length, and
wedge angle for the various surfaces affected norn&l_force, ~enter of
pressure, and pressure pulsations. This study was made at a Mach num-
ber of 1.6 in the NACA Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel over a
range of nozzle pressure ratios.
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nozzle-exit area, 0.0898 sq ft

pressure coefficient,p - w
Q

length of surface from nozzle-exit station to surface trailing-
edge station

distance to center of pressure fran
face of plate in x-direction

Mach nuniber

force normal to x,z-plane, positive
centerline

total pressure at

static pressure

dynamic pressure

radius , \.

nozzle entrance

-al distance frcm nozzle-entrance
‘,

velocity

nozzle-exit station along sur-

when directed toward nozzle

station

distance downstream of nozzle-efit station and parallel to free-
stream direction

distance between nozzle centerline and surface middle chord meas-
ured in y-direction

coordinate orthogonal to x and z coordinates

spanwise distance from plane of symmetry that passes through nozzle
centerline and surface middle chord \
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Subscripts:

a afterbody

e nozzle exit

J condition in jet when expanded isentropicald.yand one-dimensionally
over P/p=

n nozzle

m free stream

APPmM1’m m PROCEDURE

The jet was supplied by the exit model apparatus reported in ref-
erence 10. The exhaust nozzle and one of the convex surfaces without
fairing can be seen in the photograph of figure l(a). The general lay-
out of this model as well as the support system for the various surfaces
is shown in figure l(b). The dimensions of’the surfaces, convergent
exit nozzle, and parabolic afterbody are given in figure 2.

All surfaces studied were of rectangular plan form and had the same
length. The survey station locations are shown on the cross-sectional
views of the surfaces in figure 2. Dynamic-pressurepickups were lo-
cated 2 inches from the surface centerlinemeasured along the surface
on all configurations except the 60° arc, which had its pickups 1.058
inches from the surface centerline. The pressure-recording system used
with the dynamic pickups was accurate to 100 cycles per second. The
middle chords of the surfaces were positioned at vertical distances of
1.4 and 2.03 nozzle-exit radii re from the nozzle centerline. The

120° wedge surface and the convex surface having a radius of 2re were
studied with biconvex circular-arc fairings attachimg them to the boat-
tail of the jet-exit mdel. The fairings (fig. 3) had sharp trailing
edges and fineness ratios of 3. No fairing was used for the concave
surface. However, some data were obtained with this surface extended
forward to meet the model afterbody at a distance Y of 1.4re (fig.

Pressure inside the nozzle was varied from the jet-off value to
values producing a .Ietpressure ratio of 9. Free-stream Mach nuMber
set at 1.6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Normal-force coefficients and center-of-pressure
termined from surface static-pressuredistributions.
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coefficientwas arbitrarily considered positive when acting from the
surface toward the nozzle centerline. me interferences from the jet
and model afterbcdy in this investigationwere such that the net result-
ant forces always tended to repel the surfaces, and, therefore, the
normal-force coefficient was plotted in a negative direction. Also,
normal-force coefficient is referenced to nozzle-exit area for ECU
surfaces.

Wedge-Type 8urfaces

As the angle of the wedge-type surfaces was decreased, the absolute
value of the normal-force coefficient also decreased (fig. 4). Trigo-

nometric relations show that the nomal force varies as the sine of half
the wedge angle if the pressures on the surface are assumed invariant
with wedge angle. However, at vertical distances between plate and noz-
zle centerline of Y/re equal to 1.4 and 2.03, the data indicate that

the absolute values of the normal-force coefficient are generally
slightly lower than would be given by this relation, indicating that the
average pressure on the wedge surface decreased with decreasing angle.
This general trend can be explained by the pressure profiles of figure
5. This figure shows that the pressures downstream of the”boattail
shock are appreciably increased. As the angle of the surface decreases,
the line of intersection of the boattail shock with the surfaces is
swept rearward. As the line of intersection is swept rearward, less
surface is exposed to the high pressure regions behind the shocks,
thereby decreasing the absolute value of the normal-force coefficient
(fig. 4(a)).

Center-of-pressurelocation was generalJy shifted farther down-
stream of the nozzle exit as the angle of the surface was decreased
(fig. 4(a)). This shift may also be caused by the rearward movement of
the intersection of the boattai.1and jet shocks as explained previously.

With fairings present and at a Y/re of 1.4, the 120° wedge sur-

face experiences higher pressures than the 180° surface (fig. 4(b)). At
this Y/re, the flat surface is very near the boattail, which results in

restricting the fairing curvature and tending to block off the flow.
Therefore, the region between the boattail and the flat surface acts
somewhat as a base region by lowering the pressures on the fore part of
the flat surface, thus decreasing the absolute value of the normal-force
coefficient. The wedge surface, however, is bent away from the boattail
and is not as able to block off the flow around it, so less of a base
region is present. At a Y/re of 2.03, the expected trend again is ob-

served except at the low pressure ratios. Fairings tended to increase
the &munt the net interference effects repelled the 120° wedge sur-
face and shifted the center of pressure towards the nozzle exit, as cah
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be seen by cauparing figures 4(b) and (a). The increased pressures on.
the surface due to these streamlined fairings are probably caused by
shocks emanating frm this type fairing in addition to those originat-

., ing at the boattail.

With fairings present, the pressure ratio was first increased (open
symbols, ftg. 4(b)) and then decreased (flagged symbols) to note any
hysteresis. There appeared to be little hysteresis for the wedge-type

d and convex-type surfaces. This is in agreement with the data of refer-
0
D ence 6 for a flat plate with a streamline fairing.
o

Convex-Type Surfaces

.

In general, increasing the radius of curvature increased the abso-
lute value of normal-force coefficient for the convex surfaces (fig. 6).
However, the normal-force coefficient did not vary directly with the
radius of curvature as might be expected. It is believed that, as the
radius of curvature was increased, a greater percentage of surface area
was exposed to low-pressure regions outside of the area bounded by the
line of intersection of the jet shocks with the surfaces. Also, because
of the greater percentage of surface area being exposed to the low pres-
sures as the radius of curvature was increased, the center-of-pressure
location moved farther downstream of the nozzle exit.

Again, the presence of fairings usually tended to increase the ab-
solute value of the normal-force coefficient and shifted the center of
pressure towards the nozzle eyit (fig. 6(b)].

Concave-Type Surfaces

Differences between arcs subtended by 60°- and 1800-angle concave
surfaces show that the normal-force coefficient of the 180° arc is
roughly twice that of the 60° arc at Y/re positions of both 1.4 and
2.03 (fig. 7). If the pressure distribution on the surfaces is axd.-
symmetric and independent of arc length, simple trigonometric relations
show that the normal force on a 180° &rc is twice the normal force of
the 60° arc. The pressure profiles of figure 8 show that the pressure
distributions are approximately symmetric about the center of curvature
of the concave surface.

Center-of-pressurelocations (fig. 7) showed little change with
arc length. This is in agreement with the pressure profiles of figure
8. As the pressure ratio was increased, the.pressure profiles for each
surface remained quite similar.

Extending the 180° concave surface to meet the parabolic afterbody
generaUy increased the absolute value of the normal-force coefficient
and shifted the center-of-pressure location farther downstream (fig. 9).
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Pressure Fluctuations

Figure 10 presents typical pressure fluctuations at Y/re of 2.03
without fairings. These pressure fluctuations were believed to be
caused by the turbulent mixing zone between the jet and the free stream.
Amplitudes increased when changtng from a weC3e to a convex surface, or
frcm a convex to a concave surface in both the fore and aft pickup lo-
cations. Although the pressure recording system was accurate to 100
cycles per second, no predaninant frequencies were observed.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The following results were obtained frcunan investigation of the
influence of a jet on a series of surfaces of simple contour. Data
were obtained over a range of jet pressure ratios from a jet-off con.
dltion to a pressure ratio of 9 at a free-stream Mach number of 1.6:

1. Decreasing the angle of wedge-type surfaces without fairings
showed that the absolute value of normal-force coefficient decreased
with decreasing angle and also generally shifted the center-of-pressure
location farther downstream of the nozzle exit.

2. Increasing the radius of curvature of the convex-type surfaces
increased the absolute value of normal-force coefficient and generally
shifted the center-of-pressurelocation farther downstream of the noz-
zle exit.

3. Changing the arc length of concave-type surfaces from 60° to 180°
showed that the absolute value of the normal-force coefficient of the
180° arc was approximately twice that of the 60° arc, but showed no ap-
preciable effect on center-of-pressurelocation.

4. In general, streamlined fairings tended to increase the jet re-
pelling forces on the various contoured surfaces and shifted the center
of pressure toward the nozzle exit.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Ccnmnitteefor Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, January 17, 1956

.
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(a) I&tended concave surface;
no fairing; vertical distance
between plate and nozzle centerline,
Y/re, 1.4; 180° t317C;~diUS of

Fairillg

Smface

(b) Wedge surface; fairing;
120° angle; vertical distalce
between plate and nozzle center.
line, Y/re, 2.03.

(c)oWedge surface; fairing;
120 angle; vertical distance

between plate and nozzle center-
line, Y/re, 1.4.

[G]

(d) Convex am-face; fakhg;
vertical distance between plate
and nozzle centerline,Y/re, 2.03;
180° arc; radius of curvature, 2re.

(e) Convex swface; fairing;
vertical dlaixmce between plate
and nozzle centerline,Y/re,
~.d; 180° exC; rdiUS of curva-

ture, 2re.

LEEEzE7

Figure 3. - Fairings tith differed type surfaces.
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180° Arc (extended
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